For surgeries, mainly the surgeon's activities frame the operational context of technical systems. The realization of an adaptive, context-aware provision of predefined configuration profiles requires a machine-interpretable description of the surgical situation, which enables the deduction appropriate systems' behaviour. We have developed an intraoperative processing pipeline to derive such contexts from workflow recognition data [8, 9] . The processing steps are briefly described in the following paragraphs focused on the contextual entities used for the targeted adaptive provision of configuration profiles.
Introduction
A large variety of applications for contextual information in surgery have been discussed, especially for user interfaces [1, 2] and for automation [3, 4] . However, critical surgical functions of devices, such as surgical fraises or coagulation devices, may not be automated due to the possibly induced risks. Centralized consoles with modular, integrated interfaces for networked ORs have been proposed [5] [6] [7] . So far, these consoles for information presentation and control functionalities simplify user interaction, but they do not solve the information overload problem. Due to the limitations of automation in the OR, we aim to implement a context-aware behaviour of control consoles to facilitate the human-machine interaction. [11] . The processing pipeline is continuously handled by a centralized unit, namely a Workflow Information System (WIS). The WIS provides all contextual information to consumers via IEEE 11073 SDC network [13] .
Adaptive provision of profiles
The autonomous adaptation of operational parameters of medical devices may bear severe risks. Often a set of device parameters need to be adapted at once to ensure a consistent configuration of the overall OR system. Thus, we propose OR configuration profiles, which describe settings across medical devices and are tailored to surgical phases or specific surgical situations [14] . These configuration profiles are provided by an intraoperative application -a console, which overlays on the primary display of the surgeon (see Figure 1) .
A preliminary risk analysis for an adaptive provision of configuration profiles revealed two major requirements. Firstly, all settings an application of the profile would induce, must be explicitly communicated to the user in advance. Secondly, the ordering of profiles shall not be changed during the user interaction to avoid unintended activations. Considering these requirements, we implemented a prototype of an intraoperative console for an easy selection of OR configuration profiles. For convenient user interaction, a spin-click-wheel or buttons on the endoscope camera head can be used. In the SDC-based OR network, the implementation of the input devices and function allocation follows the paradigm proposed by Kasparick et al. in 2016 [15] .
OR integration technologies allow for remote control of medical devices, thus transferring control directly to situs. The proposed OR configuration profiles aggregate adaptation tasks, and allow to apply a new configuration to the overall OR system with "a single click". However, user interaction, especially for the selection of an appropriate configuration from a list of predefined profiles, may still be clunky and disturb the surgical workflow. Thus, we conceptualized and implemented an autonomous adaptive ordering of the OR configuration profiles in the prototype console. The method relies on intraoperatively available surgical context entities described in section 2.1. The automated ranking of profiles is designed to balance proactivity and transparency of contextaware systems' behaviour as well as to ensure a manageable risk. The control still remains with the surgeon, especially for parameter adaptations that may not be performed fully automatically, whilst automation minimizes manual interaction. Context-aware ranking might be realized through carefully hand-crafted, static rule sets, as initially proposed in [14] , or may be learned from examples. Whenever a profile is selected, the situational context can be logged to generate a new example that indicates the profile's relevance. By means of that, a continuous improvement of the ranking performance can be achieved. However, the approach requires a method that is able to estimate the relevance of an OR configuration profile for a given surgical situation.
Profile relevance estimation method
We propose a machine-learning method for relevance estimation that is based on Random Forests [16] . In our method, the estimation of the relevance of a profile in a given surgical situation is considered a binary classification problem. The given situation is either one in which the profile is relevant or it is irrelevant. For such binary classification problems, Random Forests can provide a confidence indicator for a sample belonging to a class; the proportion of trees with positive conclusion. Consequently, a binary classifier is trained for each profile. There, each situation (context) of a profile application serves as a positive training sample for the corresponding classifier and as a negative training sample for the others.
A context-aware ranking can be derived directly from the classifiers' confidences by sorting the profiles accordingly. However, the performance depends on the meaningfulness of features in the samples. Information entities need to be selected from the contextual information provided by the intraoperative pipeline described in section 2.1. Most of the profiles, such as settings for potentially risky situations, are applied prior to the surgical situation they are intended to assist. Hence, the features of a sample should include a short-term prediction of surgical activities in addition to a representation of the actual situation. Furthermore, if the settings of a profile are currently applied, it is useless; thus it is very unlikely that the surgeon's intention is to apply this profile. Hence, the currently applied profile may also be a valuable feature. Based on these Photograph of the console overlay.
considerations, we propose a set of eight features to train the system: the three parts of the Surgical Workflow Trace, the four most probable forthcoming activities, and the currently applied profile.
Surgical use case and setup
The Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (FESS) procedure is frequently performed to restore the ventilation and the drainage of the paranasal sinuses. Diseased mucosal tissue is removed with powered shavers, suction, and dissecting instruments under endoscopic vision. A prototypical surgical working environment, including a navigation system, an endoscopic tower, multiple displays, and the necessary plain instruments, among them straight and angled Blakesleys, punches, and a nasal speculum, was implemented [9] . Realistic patient phantoms were available to mimic all relevant intranasal anatomic structures that may be treated, among them the Sinus maxillaris, the Sinus sphenoidalis, the Sinus frontalis, and the Cellulae ethmoidales. A set of seven OR configuration profiles was implemented to test the proposed approach: (A) Initial profile, (B) Navigation registration, (C) Preop. data inspection, (D) Endoscopy, (E) Endoscope cleaning, (F) Pointer usage, and (G) Risk situations (e.g. Operating close to skull base). The devices affected by the profiles are indicated in Table 1 . Table 1 : Devices affected by the defined OR configuration profiles.
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G)
Displays X X X X X X Input devices X X X Endo. light source X X X Suction X X Shaver X X Navigation X X X X OR lights X X X X
Experiments and Results

Experiment design and data
In a previously performed technical validation study, twentyfour scripts were generated form recordings of real FESS procedures [17] . They covered the essential surgical activities with respect to the technical limitations of the laboratory setup. The procedures consisted of thirty-five distinguishable activities including tissue removal, cavity traversal, endoscope cleanings, and navigation usage. We implemented the scripts and generated validated the recordings by a retrospective tagging of videos recorded during script implementation. Thus, process recordings were obtained, which are suitable for an evaluation of the proposed profile provision approach with definite input and noisy recognition input. The applications of each of the seven defined profiles were each expected just prior to the beginning of the activity or phase for which the profile was designed. The resulting 386 points in time were used to generate the training samples and to perform the evaluation. In the present study, the proposed adaptive approach is compared to an optimized, static ordering of OR configuration profiles in a leave-one-out cross scenario. A static ordering was defined according to the most probable sequence of profile applications. It also automatically suggests the subsequent profile, after a profile has been applied. Furthermore, an additional final profile, which is equivalent to the initial profile, was introduced to avoid unnecessary interactions to reset the configuration to the initial state for final care. The amount of user interactions for the selection of an appropriate profile with this workflowindependent approach is used as a baseline for the evaluation our method.
Experiment results
The results of the experiments are depicted in Figure 2 
Discussion
The proposed method clearly facilitates the handling of OR configurations during endoscopic interventions. The continuous automatic ranking based on the surgical situation, reduces manual user interaction while preserving the surgeon's control, especially for medical adaptations that cannot be fully automated. Furthermore, the system could be implemented to step-by-step adapt to user preferences. Starting from a model, which was trained with generic assumptions of profile relevance, the system would learn the specific characteristics of users as the relevance estimation method is based on actual profile activations. 
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